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I. Find the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from the rest (1pt). 
1. A. temple  B. pretty  C. depend  D. pencil 
2. A. elbow  B. bowl  C. cow  D. show 
3. A. great  B. cheap  C. peace  D. meal 
4. A. couches B. boxes  C. houses  D. tables 
II. Choose the best answer A, B, C or D to complete the sentences (2pts). 
1. In many schools in Viet Nam students have to wear a ________ . 
 A. clothing  B. suit  C. uniform  D. coat 
2. Which shirt is ________, this one or that one? 
 A. chheap  B. more cheap C. the cheapest D. cheaper 
3. What ________ your favourite subject? - English. 
 A. is   B. do   C. does  D. are 
4. Take the second ________ on your left. It’s on your right. 
 A. turn  B. turns  C. turning  D. turnings 
5. How many ________ are there in your classroom? 
 A. table  B. benches  C. board  D. desk 
6. In ________ lessons, we learn about writers, poems and write essays. 
 A. History  B. Literature  C. Science  D. Geography 
7. Tokyo is ________ than Mexico City. 
 A. in   B. at   C. behind  D. on 
8. My classroom is  ________ the second floor. 
 A. in   B. at   C. behind  D. on 
III. Use the corrrect form of the verbs in brackets (1,5pts). 
1. You (go) ________ to school by bike everyday? 
2. What are you doing tonight? - I (stay)______ at home because I like (watch) _____ TV. 
3. We (not have) ________ English on Monday and Friday. 
4. He (not be) ________ in the room. He (water) ________ flowers in the garden. 
IV. Reading. 
1. Complete the passage using the words in the box (1,5pts). 

sports          in          badminton          play          raining          school 
 
 Hi. My mane is Ba. This is my new (1) ______ . It is very big and clean. There are some 
trees in my school. During the break time we usually do some (2) ______ in the schoolyard. Some 
students often play (3) ______ . Some other students usually (4) ______ football. I like to play 
chess (5) ______ the classroom. We can not play in the schoolyard now because it is (6) ______ . 
2. Read the passage again then answer the following questions (1pt). 
a. What does Ba like doing during the breaktime? 
 .......................................................................................................................................... 
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b. Why can’t they play in the schoolyard now? 
 .......................................................................................................................................... 
V. Rewrite the following sentences, so that their meaning stays the same as given ones, using 
the beginning given for (2pts). 
1, There is a living room, a bedroom and a kitchen in my house. 
=> My house has ................................................................................................................. 
2. My room is smaller than your room. 
=> Your room ...................................................................................................................... 
3. Let’s go out and have a cup of tea. 
=> Shall ................................................................................................................................ 
4. The gadern is behind my house. 
=> My house ........................................................................................................................ 
VI. Write the full sentences. Use the words given (1pt). 
1. There / be / many trees / my school. 
=> .......................................................................................................................................... 
2. All / subjects / my / new / school / interesting. 
=> .......................................................................................................................................... 
3. Mai / do / this English test / good / than / I do. 
=> .......................................................................................................................................... 
4. This Sunday / we / going / Judo club. 
=> .......................................................................................................................................... 

---THE END--- 


